Don’t miss the exhibit as you
enter the pyramid. The exhibit
is updated and changed
frequently.

 Stop into the Stave Church.

Download the free Disney
Play App for a unique
experience in World
Showcase.
 Find the KidCot stop in every
country – adults can
participate too!
 There are “passports”
available to purchase that you
can get stamped in each
country.

There are only 28 left in
Norway.
 Did you notice the building
with sod on the roof? In
Norway, this would be
maintained by goats!
 In the queue for the Anna and
Elsa character greeting look
for 2 dolls that look like the
princess and queen.
 Also look for a tapestry with
trolls. This references the
Maelstrom attraction that
Frozen Ever After replaced.





Italy

China
Explore the buildings and
gardens of this pavilion for
beautiful architecture and
design.
The Jeweled Dragon
Acrobats are not to be
missed.



Japan

Walk out on the bridge and
see the gondolas in the
World Showcase Lagoon.









United States


Germany




Mexico



World Showcase
EPCOT
Hidden Gems in the
Pocket Guide to

 Try the Agent P Adventure.

Norway
Look at the miniature train
set-up and take in the details
of the village.
The clocktower chimes on
the hour.
Stop in the shops and look
for the Pickle Tree.

Don’t miss the Voices of
Liberty, an a capella group
performing patriotic and
folk songs.
Take the time to explore
the exhibits of American
History inside the pavilion.
The American Adventure is
a brief American history
performed by audioanimatronics.

Notes
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
The Totem poles in the
pavilion tell the cultural
stories about treating animals
with respect

General Tips













Canada
The 5-story pagoda
represents the elements of
wind, water, fire, earth, and
sky.
Stop inside Mitsukoshi to
try on a traditional kimono
or purchase a pearl from an
oyster.

France




The bridge between the
France and UK pavilions
represents the English
Channel.
Try a sweet treat from the
Patisserie in the back of
the pavilion.

United Kingdom

Morocco




Marvel at the hand-tiled
mosaics throughout the
pavilion.
Ask a cast member for a
tour. They know a ton of
hidden details.





Explore the gardens. Kids
love the hedge maze.
Take a photo inside an
iconic red photo booth.
Stop in the Rose and
Crown to hear the piano
player sing pub tunes.

